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Llama Glamarama
by Simon James Green
Meet a dazzlin' dancin' Llama who
learns to march to the beat of his
own drum at a carnival of music
and dancing.

Girl Haven
by Lilah Sturges
Ash invites a new group of friends
from Pride Club over, where they
are transported to a magical
realm....a graphic novel full of
wonder, humour and heart.

Genius Jolene
by Sara Cassidy
Eight-year-old Jolene enjoys a long
road trip with her truck driver
father. This year it's different for
her as her parents have separated
and her father is with another man.

Sam is my sister
by Ashley Rhodes-Courter
Evan, Sam, and Finn fish, climb
trees, and play astronauts together,
but when Sam wants to have long
hair and wear dresses, Evan is
confused until he learns what it
means to be transgender.

Pride Puppy!
by Robin Stevenson
A rhyming alphabet book featuring
a family who have lost their dog at a
Pride parade.

Daddy & Dada
by Ryan Brockington
A heartwarming and affirming
picture book celebrating all kinds of
families introduces a youngster in a
family with two fathers who sing

songs, read stories and love each other with open
hearts.

My friends and me : a
celebration of different
kinds of families
by Stephanie Stansbie
Young Jamie reflects on his many

friends and their diverse but equally loving
families, from Kate’s two fathers and Olivia’s two
moms to Jade’s butler and Harry’s single parent.

Rick
by Alex Gino
Privately struggling with his best
friend’s bullying personality and his
father’s jokes about hot girls, a
middle school student joins his new
school’s Rainbow Spectrum club,
where other kids of diverse gender
identities help him find

understanding and a sense of himself.

I'm not a girl : A
Transgender Story
by Maddox Lyons
A story of a transboy coming out
and getting the haircut he's always
wanted.
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Auntie Uncle : Drag Queen
Hero
by Ellie Royce
Told by their adoring nephew,
Auntie Uncle is Uncle Leo and

Auntie Lotto , a sweet uplifting story about
fearlessly letting your true self shine!

Peanut goes for the gold
by Jonathan Van Ness
Peanut, a guinea pig, has their own
way of doing things, so when they
decide to become a rhythmic
gymnast, their teacher comes up

with a routine that suits them perfectly, in a text
that is gender neutral.

The list of things that will
not change
by Rebecca Stead
Keeping a list in her notebook of
the important things that remain
the same after her parents’ divorce,
Bea is thrilled when her father
announces that he is remarrying
and that she will have a new sister.

The only black girls in town
by Brandy Colbert
Ecstatic to hear that another African
American family has moved into
town, surfer Alberta attempts to
make friends with homesick
newcomer Edie, who helps her
uncover painful local secrets in a
box of old journals.

The every body book : the
LGBTQ+ inclusive guide for
kids about sex, gender,
bodies, and families
by Rachel E. Simon
An illustrated LGBTQ+ inclusive
kid's guide to sex, gender and
relationships education that

includes children and families of all genders and
sexual orientations, covering puberty, hormones,
consent, sex, pregnancy and safety.

Be amazing : a history of
pride
by Desmond Is Amazing
Desmond is Amazing is a drag-kid,
model, fashion icon, and social
justice activist. In this uplifting
picture book, Desmond shows how
he can be amazing thanks to

courageous people who made an inclusive society
for LGBTQ individuals. A kid-friendly primer to
LGBTQ history, and shows readers why we should
celebrate the fight for LGBTQ rights.

Gender identity
by Simon Rose
Discusses gender identity,
stereotypes about gender, and
discrimination faced by people who
don't identify with their birth

gender.

Queer heroes : Meet 53
LGBTQ Heroes from Past
and Present!
by Arabelle Sicardi
Profiles notable LGBTQ figures and
highlights their contributions to
society and their community,

including Martina Navratilova, Frida Kahlo, Alan
Turing, David Bowie, and K.D. Lang.
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